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Summary
The last decade has seen an exponential rise of Web 
Platforms (like Alibaba, Amazon, etc). These platforms all 
expose data exchange interfaces in a common style called
« RESTful Architecture » but mostly use proprietary semantics. 

We will see that this brings a pardaigm shift from traditional
EDI style message exchange to a web of linked data 
resources and events. It also heralds a transition from a hub-
centric EDI model to a peer-to-peer model of connected
platforms.

This presentation presents a vision for web platform
interoperability using UN/CEFACT semantic standards.



The EDI Paradigm

B2B Message exchange – how we communicate
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The EDI Paradigm
B2B Message Semantics – how we understand
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The EDI Paradigm

Standards are from “De-Jure” bodies and key industry 
groups such as UN/CEFACT, ANSI, ISO, GS1, etc.

Well known to a few 1000 EDI developers / service 
providers.  Virtually unknown to millions of web 
developers.

“If it’s not on GitHub, it doesn’t exist”



The EDI Paradigm

A good example is our own EDI Developer site

https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/busi/cargo-support-trade-and-goods/cargo-support/integrated-cargo-system/software-developers/guide/ICS-Messages


The « Programmable Web »

But that’s not how the web works.  
The web uses “Application Programming interfaces” 
(APIs).  For example:”
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The « Programmable Web »

Almost every service provider business has 
developed, or is developing APIs for their services.  
That’s so that other businesses can embed them.
This is the “programmable web”.  And it’s big.
• 100,000’s of APIs (vs few dozen EDIFACT)
• Millions of developers (vs 1000’s of EDI devs)
• Billions of users (vs a few 100,000?)



The « Programmable Web »

APIs use different technologies.
• JSON syntax
• HTTPS transport
• HTTP verbs (GET, POST, PATCH)
• OAuth2 / JWT security (aka “login with ..”)

But much more important than that, a different 
architectural style
• REST (Representational State Transfer)
• Focus on granular “Resources”
• That have data model and state lifecycle
• And communicate state with “events” (webhooks).



The « Programmable Web »
Under the covers of an API
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The « Programmable Web »

Lets looks at an example – the stripe API 

https://stripe.com/docs/api/customers/retrieve


Why does this matter?

Because B2B processes are increasingly the domain 
of cloud applications. 
The integration paradigm is changing from this
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A bit of « Fake News »

“But APIs aren’t for B2B”
“REST/JSON cant work for B2B”

It’s already happening - fast
And you’d be much better to surf 
the wave rather than try to stop it



But there’s something missing

Consistent Semantics!
• Tradelens API
• Ingot API
• Dozens of cloud ERPs – all different APIs
• etc

One odd one out:
• CORE/Cassandra – but it’s a message, not an API

And some forward thinking publications:
• GS1 Schema.org Web vocabulary

https://platform.tradelens.com/visibility/pipeline/swagger-ui.html#/All_Event_Types
http://api.ingotportal.com/
https://www.gs1.org/voc/?show=classes


RDMs to the Rescue

The UN/CEFACT best kept secret

That is an API “Resource”



Bringing UN/CEFACT to the Web

• RDM entities become Web API resource.  This is 
fairly straightforward.

• A standardised state lifecycle of each resource gives 
us the events.  This needs a little shift in thinking.

• The interconnected web of resources gives us a 
means to discover the data we need.  This needs a 
bigger shift in thinking.

• Finally we have to publish this in a place that web 
developers look.  Github, stack-exchange, 
schema.org, swaggerhub, ..



Some New Projects

The Global Trade Integration domain (re-named 
from “orchestration focal point”) will kick off this week:
• RDM to API Methods project.  A methodology to 

leverage UN/CEFACT RDMs, add state lifecycles, 
and publish RESTful APIs.

• Supply Chain API project.  Using this methodology 
to publish the SCRDM as a set of API specifications.

• Resource Discovery project. A protocol to discover 
and consume web resources given a key identifier 
like a BIC (container ID).  This project provides 
essential “glue” to help transition between EDIFACT 
documents and Web Resources.



Web Platforms in Government

Why is AU government interested in all this?
• Because we think a single window is really a set of 

Web APIs that we offer to industry.
• Because we want to leverage commercial data 

sources by consuming their APIs.
• And because we realise that most regulatory 

reporting is essentially commercial data.  So that 
EDIFACT guide will be replaced with commercially 
aligned REST APIs.

• And we want to do all this as part of an international 
standards effort.



A Use Case – Single Windows

UNECE Rec 33 describes a single window as 

First released in 2004, the proposal represented an improvement over 
paper based lodgments to multiple regulatory authorities.

“Within the context of this Recommendation, a Single Window is defined as a facility that 
allows parties involved in trade and transport to lodge standardized information and 
documents with a single entry point to fulfil all import, export, and transit-related 
regulatory requirements. If information is electronic, then individual data elements 
should only be submitted once.”

Agency1 Agency2 Agency3 Agency4

Trader Trader Single 
Window

Multiple 
different 
forms

Unified data



A Use Case – Single Windows

In today’s world, most data is already electronic (99% of AU gov regulatory 
reports are lodged electronically today) and traders use highly integrated 
systems to deal with multiple stakeholders of which one national regulator 
is only a small part.
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wont use it



A Use Case – Single Windows

In reality there are 100’s of “single windows’ serving different communities 
and one consignment may touch several of these. 

• Will a single user really “use” 100 single windows? (cert case).  

Exporting Country Importing Country

AU Gov SW AU Ports SW CHA Prov SWCHA Prov SWCHA Prov SWTrade Pipeline CHA Ports SWCHA Ports SWTrade Pipeline

Freight Forwarder Systems E-commerce systemsExporter ImporterRegulator Regulator

Agents, carriers, intermediaries



A Use Case – Single Windows

So the best thing government can do is just implement simple, stable, modern 
“Application Programming Interfaces” (APIs) over their legacy systems so that 
any trader system can easily integrate.  Based on a permissioned ledger.

Trader Integrated 
System

This is the real 
“single window”!

API API API API API APIBlockchain DLT



Thank you
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